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inconso and SAP

Top-notch Logistics IT

INCONSO AG
Your competent
consulting and software
implementation partner
inconso AG offers professional consulting,
innovative, practice-oriented software products
and professional system integration solutions for
the optimization of customer-specific logistics
processes.
The main focus points are Supply Chain Execution
solutions for Warehouse, Transport and Yard
Management.
During the consultation and selection of the
suitable software products, inconso AG prioritizes
customer benefits and relies on comprehensive
services and years of experience.

Strong alone – stronger together
The affiliation with the Business Area of Logistics
Systems within the Körber Group gives the
software specialist access to international
markets. At the same time, the Business Area
offers high-quality and efficient logistics solutions
in the intralogistics area such as system
integration, palletization and storage technology.
In this way, inconso AG’s offerings can be
expanded to include the Körber sister companies
to create a complete logistics package.
inconso AG is the perfect partner for
top-notch logistics IT!

Top-notch Logistics IT

SAP SUPPLY CHAIN
EXPERTS
With inconso AG, you have a competent
partner at your side that keeps an eye on all
Supply Chain Execution.

Due to the broad implementation experience with
SAP SCE, inconso provides the right solution for
your logistics challenges that can be extended
with SAP based inconso add-ons
(more about this starting on page 24).
The inconso experts also provide these services:
•

•

•
•

Technology consulting (e.g. interface
development, picking technology, end
equipment)
IT technology and IT infrastructure consulting
(e.g. RF site survey, WLAN design, mobile
devices, server design)
Feasibility studies (e.g. comparison of SAP
LE-TRA and SAP TM)
Integration of your ERP processes such as
production (SAP PP), material management
(SAP MM), order processing and shipping
(SD) and quality management (SAP QM).

In the area of SAP services, inconso is one of the
largest independent SAP partners for logistics IT
solutions. Moreover, the company is certified as a
SAP Recognized Partner in the area of supply
chain management/extended warehouse
management – a SAP certificate that
distinguishes inconso as a qualified service
partner for the realization of logistics solutions.

inconso and SAP
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Digital
Transformation

Digital Transformation

SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA

inconso has
mastered the skills
necessary for
future IT systems
Topics such as big data, industry 4.0 and the
Internet of Things place high requirements on
IT systems and cause system technologies and
architectures to fundamentally change.

SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA
The database SAP HANA collects, analyzes and
processes data in real time and is the ideal
solution for companies that want to switch to the
digital economy. The SAP platform ensures an
agile, open, secure and absolutely reliable IT
infrastructure.

can be connected in real time. SAP S/4HANA
becomes the digital core of the entire company.
The suite consolidates internal and external
elements into a single, living structure and goes
far beyond conventional enterprise resource
planning.

Future IT systems not only require significantly
more efficient databases, but also advanced
applications that can execute operations with
large data quantities in a short time. SAP has
developed the Business Suite SAP S/4HANA
precisely for this purpose: Workers and devices

inconso AG is strategically oriented toward
S/4HANA and relies on SAP’s Business Suite in
various industries to make software solutions
more efficient so that your logistics processes
become even better!
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SAP Fiori

Digital Transformation

SAP Fiori
with inconso
The next generation
user experience
In recent years, the status quo of user interfaces
has significantly changed due to mobile
solutions – away from a uniform user interface
and toward flexible and innovative solutions.
Within SAP technology, there are now many
options for designing the interface through the
development of Screen Personas, Web Dynpro
and SAPUI5, which have been combined into a
completely new product collection called SAP
Fiori.

By consolidating all of these components, SAP
Fiori provides a wide range of possibilities for
using SAP applications. Thanks to modern user
experience design approaches, SAP Fiori offers a
role-based user experience comparable to user
apps. On the basis of SAP Fiori, inconso has
already created many apps for logistics and retail
environments that exactly map your process
requirements!

Benefits
of screen
personas

Benefits
of SAPUI5

Flexible and modern
interface design

Standardized access to end equipment
components = widespread availability

Fast and easy editing of
existing interfaces

Responsive web design =
applications look the
same on all devices

Benefits of
Web-Dynpro

SAP applications can be
controlled with a browser
Integration into company
portals possible

Unlimited
Optimization

Unlimited Optimization

inconso goes
beyond transport
and warehousing
with SAP SCE
Logistics does not end at the ramp, but it does
not start there, either – all goods movements
must be planned, controlled and monitored. In
the digitized world, only those who have mastered
the chain with regard to transport, yard and
warehouse have advantages, the transformation
into a digital supply chain becomes inevitable.
This is the only way production and logistics
processes can be accelerated, entry effort
reduced and data security and data consistency
improved.
The SAP supply chain experts of inconso ensure
that you are perfectly prepared for these
challenges with the Supply Chain Execution
platform (SAP SCE) from SAP. The modern

platform provides future-proof solutions that
provide sustained improvements in the efficiency
of your delivery processes.

Components of SAP SCE
•
•
•
•

SAP Extended Warehouse Management
(SAP EWM)
SAP Transportation Management (SAP TM)
SAP Yard Logistics (SAP YL)
Extension with Event Management
(SAP EM) for monitoring and exception
handling

Production

Supplier

Purchasing

Retailer

Distribution

Customer

SAP SCE
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Strategy for Warehouse Management

Warehouse Mangement with SAP

The perfect strategy
for your Warehouse
Management
SAP and inconso

Optimal situation: A suitable Warehouse
Management System is tailored to your
requirements and the processes in your
warehouse are optimized for profits. The inconso
supply chain experts and you decide on the right
approach for your warehouse!
SAP has two products for this and, in addition to
SAP Extended Warehouse Management
(SAP EWM), also offers the SAP Logistics
Execution System (SAP LES). It is your choice!

SAP EWM – the warehouse logistics
solution from SAP SCM or SAP S/4HANA
Prerequisites for future-proof Warehouse
Management are the continuous support of
logistics processes and full transparency of
stocks and business processes. SAP provides
companies of all industries with SAP Extended
Warehouse Management (SAP EWM), a
software solution with which integrated and
standardized logistics processes can be realized.
You can leave the implementation of SAP EWM
to inconso AG – our decades of experience
ensure implementation with low risk and proven
methods.
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Warehouse Management with SAP

Strategy for Warehouse Management

SAP EWM and SAP LES
An excellent choice
with inconso
SAP EWM highlights

Material flow control with SAP

•
•

Modern distribution centers with automatic
storage and conveyor technology systems
require high investment volumes. To ensure
maximal return on investment, the performance
of the technical equipment needs to be utilized to
its full capacity. This is the task of the material
flow system SAP EWM MFS. Optimization
strategies such as the dynamic selection of the
optimal transport route, interleaving or dynamic
transport destination assignment and sequence
creation of partial orders are default system
functions. Complex intralogistics systems can
also be directly connected to the SAP system,
making everything from the order to the PLC a
reality.

•
•
•
•

Multi-client capability
Flexible modeling of the warehouse and
processes
Inventory and process transparency
Support for modern warehouse services
Seamless integration of technology
(automation, RF, RFID, …)
Integration into the full SAP logistics solution

The future with S/4HANA
Due to the clear orientation toward S/4HANA,
inconso focuses on decentral SAP EWM with
connection to S/4HANA and the new embedded
SAP EWM within S/4HANA.
Interface and functionality are identical to the
decentral SAP EWM. There are differences in the
integration of warehouse processes into the ERP
processes. Companies that already use decentral
SAP EWM can switch from SAP ECC to
S/4HANA with their SAP EWM application
without adversely affecting their logistics
processes. The interface in SAP EWM remains
unchanged.

SAP LES
Standardized solution as part of SAP ERP
With the SAP Logistics Execution System
(SAP LES), you have a sophisticated logistics
solution that is integrated into SAP ERP for the
optimization of your warehouse and distribution
processes. SAP LES’ core consists of
Warehouse Management with SAP LE-WM
including the extension “Task and Resource
Management” (SAP LE-TRM) as well as
Transport Management with SAP LE-TRA.

SAP Extended
Warehouse Management

Goods Receiving
Process

Storage and Internal
Processes

▪ Management of
transport units
▪ Goods Receiving
and optimization
▪ QA processing

▪ Stock take
▪ Replenishment/
stock reporting
▪ Set creation

Goods Issue
Process

▪ Goods Issue
planning
▪ Optimized picking,
management of
starting and loading

Material flow control
Warehouse technology (RF, RFID, voice, material flow system)
Monitoring and reporting
Cross-docking
!

Import/export, dangerous goods and hazardous substances
management

Reduction of TCI/TCO, optimization tools
Resource management
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Warehouse Mangement with SAP

Strategy for Warehouse Management

The inconso strategy for your
successful SAP Warehouse
Management
SAP based inconso add-ons
The inconso experts are the ideal contacts for supplementing the SAP standard. Years of process
know-how and great IT expertise enable the realization of individual requirements – in this way, your
new Warehouse Management System can be tailored to your needs!

inconsoSIM
Better testing with
inconsoSIM: process and
material flow emulation.
		

inconsoS/CEP
inconso add-on for
simplifying shipment
processing in SAP.

inconsoS/DGM
The streamlined and effective
solution for your dangerous
goods handling.

inconso customers (selection)

Integrated warehouse management and
material flow control

Processes for pharmaceutical mail-order
business and pharmacies

Ø 700,000 outbound deliveries/day

Automatic picking with
A-frames

Integration of pallet HBW + tray
warehouse for cartons directly
into the SAP EWM MFS

Pick, pack and pass scenario
across multiple loops

Quality management with
SAP QM and QIE

Migration to SAP EWM in the GDC
in ongoing 24 hour operation
Support for production supply
Worldwide distribution
Seven logistics halls
SAP QM and QIE

Precise and Fast

Precise and Fast

Transport Management with SAP

The Transport
Management
solutions of SAP
The complete package is the key to success.
With inconso, you make the right choice for
your Transport Management processes.
Whether it is ERP or SCE – SAP offers transport
solutions that allow for order entry, planning and
execution as well as freight cost processing in
only one system.

Shippers

The SAP supply chain experts of inconso AG
have gained in-depth experience in SAP
Transport Management with SAP TM as well as
SAP LE-TRA and their own SAP based add-ons
(more about this on page 24): Profit from this
expertise when choosing the right solution!

Processing of
inbound and outbound
scenarios & processing of
carrier orders

Forwarders

Spediteure
Planning and
processing of road,
air, rail and
sea transports

Carriers

Transport planning in
single and multilayer
networks/modal
and multimodal

Interactive processing
with logistics partners
in collaborative
scenarios

Recipients

SAP TM Service
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Transport Management with SAP

Precise and Fast

SAP TM and SAP LE-TRA
inconso optimizes your transport processes
individually and reliably with forward-looking
Transport Management solutions

Transport Management with SAP TM

Transport Management with SAP LE-TRA

The comprehensive SAP solution SAP TM not
only enables the planning, execution and freight
cost calculation of transports by road, rail, air and
sea, but also functions as a collaboration
platform for exchanging information with partners
involved in the transport process. Tender
processes can also be executed and tracking
information collected, which enables prompt
reactions to disruptions in the supply chain. Due
to its architecture, SAP TM is suitable for the
shippers as well as carriers. At the same time,
SAP TM can easily be implemented, integrated
and extended.

From planning to invoicing: The Transport
Management System SAP LE-TRA displays
Transport Management processes in ERP.

SAP LE-TRA highlights
•
•
•

Planning of inbound and outbound
transports
Planning of various carriers and shipping
types
Manual or rule-based planning

SAP Transport Management with
inconso
SAP based inconso add-ons
The SAP experts at inconso AG are, of course, your first contacts when it comes to refining your
Transport Management processes. Process know-how from countless international projects and IT
expertise are at your disposal for all solutions. You require an individual solution? A piece of cake with
SAP based inconso add-ons!

inconsoS/LSO
Efficient planning of
packages in load spaces
with inconsoS/LSO.

inconsoS/TPS
Effective planning of piece
goods, LTL transports and
FTL transports.

inconsoS/ERH
inconsoS/ERH supports the
standard SAP returnable
goods process.

inconso customers (selection)

Integrated route planning

Package and shipment creation

Freight price simulation in the trip

Delivery-based transport planning
using the TM integrated optimizer
“VSR“ incl. carrier determination

Planning of outbound transports, piece
goods, returns, customer support
and intercompany transport

Load space optimization with VSO

Implementation of freight
cost processing

Freight cost management
incl. transfer to SAP ERP

Integrated route optimization
Integrated load space optimization
(3 stages)
Planning dashboard
Freight cost invoicing while
accounting for the results
of the routes/load meter
calculation

Smooth
Processes

Smooth Processes

SAP Yard Logistics
inconso and SAP YL: Processes in your yard
are optimized with the aid of visualizations and
evaluation tools.

There are many challenges Yard Management
solutions need to address: Upon arrival, the
correct papers are needed, the container
locations must be available on short notice,
current movements in the yard as well as
necessary repairs and cleanings must be kept in
mind. The manual execution and independent
planning of these processes cause delays,
additional costs and an increasing lack of clarity
on the premises.
The Yard Logistics System of SAP (SAP YL)
combines planning, execution and payment and
makes processes in your yard efficient and
transparent!
You receive an intuitive user interface, which
makes the work of all people in the yard easier –
regardless of whether they are agents, operators
or dispatchers. Planned and unplanned
movements as well as necessary repairs and
cleanings are displayed in real time in the system.

SAP Yard Logistics
Highlights
•
•
•
•

Intuitive user interface
Displays planned and unplanned
movements in real time
Displays needed repairs and cleanings
Displays the future workload

The yard logistics system can be seamlessly
integrated into SAP Extended Warehouse
Management or SAP Transport Management
and is thus the perfect supplement for the
professional and digital control of your supply
chain!

SAP Yard Logistics
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Add-ons
STANDARD
EXTENSION

SAP based inconso Add-ons

Warehouse Management

SAP based
inconso add-ons
You need solutions that supplement your
standard SAP functions? This is where you profit
from the inconso experts’ many years of logistics
and software expertise. Individual and special
requirements do not necessitate deciding against
SAP systems. On the contrary!

With SAP based inconso add-ons, you
significantly increase the efficiency and quality of
your Warehouse and Transport Management
systems! These add-ons are seamlessly
integrated into SAP and releasable.

inconsoS/CEP
Courier, Express and Parcel Services

inconsoSIM
Exact processes and material flow simulation

The inconso CEP cockpit optimizes your
shipping processes for various CEP service
providers (courier, express and parcel services).
Among the add-on’s basic functions are routing
management and the management of shipping
provider master data, determination of a shipping
provider, shipment processing with shipping label
printing and the creation and transfer of the
day-end closing via EDI. With the integration of
inconsoS/CEP in the SAP environment, you
receive smooth shipping processing.

inconsoSIM ensures smooth software
implementation even for short projects and
increasingly complex systems. Using early
interface and performance tests, this add-on
guarantees that fully tested and runnable
systems take up operations. A test environment
exactly displays the planned system without
needing to provide the conveyor and warehouse
technology. Your new software can already be
verified in the test phase – test complexity and
implementation time are reduced and project
costs decrease. Tests with inconsoSIM can be
repeated at any time and carried out parallel to
ongoing operation in your warehouse.
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Transport Management

SAP based inconso Add-ons

Transport Planning
and Execution
Load Space Optimization

inconsoS/TPS
Transport Planning and Scheduling

inconsoS/LSO
Load Space Optimization

The planning and execution of transports in SAP
ERP has never been this simple:
With inconsoS/TPS, you can optimally plan
piece goods, LTL transports and FTL transports
via a central dashboard in one or multiple steps –
manually, rule-based or using algorithms.
Locations and routes are displayed on the
optionally integrated maps. During the transport,
status notifications for the activities can be
displayed and carriers found based on the lowest
cost and ordered in the notification search.

The three-dimensional load space optimization
inconsoS/LSO supports you when loading and
planning packages on load media and/or in load
spaces in one or multiple steps. Taking packing
rules and restrictions into consideration, the
add-on ensures optimal packing of products in
boxes, boxes on pallets and pallets in load
spaces. You can use diverse optimization
strategies by creating different profiles.
inconsoS/LSO can be used in order entry,
planning and freight cost management and take
over planning simulation tasks as well as
operational and retrospective planning.

SAP based inconso Add-ons

Transport Management

Empties and Returnable
Handling
Transport Control System

inconsoS/ERH
Empties and Returnable Handling

inconsoS/TCS
Transport Control System

inconsoS/ERH supports the default SAP
returnable goods process. It focuses on the
automation of booking processes, which is made
possible through the integration into the transport
planning and execution process. This guarantees
maximum transparency and the up-to-dateness
of your returnable and empty goods accounts.

Unlike many solutions that are available on the
market, inconsoS/TCS enables the
cross-application and cross-system planning
and control of your internal transports! Whether
forklift or route train transports – by using
inconsoS/TCS, transparency in materials
tracking is provided and it is ensured that the
objects to be transported arrive at the right
places at the right times with minimal resource
use. Among other things, benefits are the optimal
use of resources, reduced stocks and stable
production server and disposal processes.
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Transport Management

SAP based inconso Add-ons

Fleet Management
Yard Management

inconsoS/RPA
Resource Planning & Administration

inconsoS/DYM
Dock & Yard Management

Identify the cost drivers of your fleet and manage
them efficiently and profitably. In inconsoS/RPA,
you manage vehicles as SAP PM equipment and
integrate them into transport planning. The
add-on utilizes the possibilities of SAP system
management and in this way supports fleet
acquirement and depreciation as well as onetime maintenance processes. The management
of the assembly history of spare parts as well as
fuel card processing are integrated in this
solution.

Whether it is a simple slot booking or a complex
transport: inconsoS/DYM is the perfect solution
for efficiently planning and controlling transports
on the plant premises and in yards. Locations
and routes can be displayed in a site layout or on
an integrated, interactive map – location
assignments are displayed as tables and
graphics in a Gantt chart. Transport resources for
the movement of non-mobile transport containers
and load media are planned and controlled using
a Transport Management System.
Yard Management processes can be supported
through technical components such as terminals
or cameras.

SAP based inconso Add-ons

Transport Management

Dangerous Goods
Management

inconsoS/DGM
Dangerous Goods Management

During the storage and transport of dangerous
materials, many rules and regulations must be
adhered to and safety and rule-relevant master
data must be maintained and always be up-todate.
No problem with inconsoS/DGM: This
streamlined and user-friendly add-on assures that
hazardous substances storage is compliant with
regulations and the loading of dangerous goods
for transport is safe. This software solution
considers transport facilitations (special
regulations, small quantity rules, etc.) and
enables the automated printing of accompanying
dangerous goods documents.

inconsoS/DGM can be used to create operating
instructions for dangerous goods and
workstations and save them to a document
registry in order to ensure work safety. It supports
the work of the occupational safety specialist by,
among other things, tracking upcoming
appointments (such as workstation inspections).
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Ihr starker Partner

IT-Technik mit inconso

Your Competent
Partner

Your Competent Partner

IT technology with
inconso
More than just software

IT technology components

Of course, being competent software providers,
we will create the entire application solution –
consisting of the standard system, customization
and individual consulting – for you. However, it
takes more than that for the solution to work in
the whole context.

•
•
•

The server system must fulfill availability
requirements: the computer systems must have
the correct size. Simultaneously, data backup
and archiving concepts are available. Peripheral
systems such as printers, RF terminals, RFID
components and voice systems are selected,
delivered and integrated. Of course, the network
should also meet requirements and the WLAN
should reach the furthest warehouse aisle, even if
the shelves are full. And last but not least, the
whole solution must be integrated into the
system environment, intensely tested and go live
without major disruptions.

Through numerous projects in various industries,
inconso has in-depth experience in the selection,
homogeneous integration and installation and
later operation of the chosen IT technology in full
managed service operations.

As a competent full service provider, inconso AG
provides additional services related to
IT technology. Jointly with you, a specialized
team selects the necessary components and
goes live with them in your company.

Innovative technology concepts such as
augmented reality can be perfectly integrated
in your logistics processes. In operative logistics
and especially value-added services, significant
productivity or quality benefits can be achieved
through the combination of modern end devices
and augmented reality. By displaying expanded
product properties, the quality in packing
processes and the adherence to rules during
combined loading or joint packing is assured.

Stationary and mobile peripherals
Infrastructure components (LAN, WLAN, …)
Innovative and industrial hardware (RF,
industrial smartphones, voice solutions,
data glasses, …)

The integration of Pick-by-Voice or Pick-byLight directly via the SAP EWM MFS component
is also part of the broad technology spectrum of
inconso AG as well as innovative picking
concepts such as goods-to-man with stargate
pick terminals or forklift optimization via real-time
locating in the warehouse.

IT Technology
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24/7 Support

Top-notch Logistics IT

Always by your side
24/7 support with
inconso

• The inconso customer service center
is available around the clock on 365
days a year.
• In level two, our dedicated SAP
service team, which in an optimal
situation already contributes its
know-how during the go-live, takes
over.
• A fixed support team guarantees
short response times.
• If necessary, the developer pool or,
for specific questions, the project
team can be contacted in level
three.

Top-notch Logistics IT

Your goals
inconso know-how
Already today, the effective consulting of
inconso’s SAP supply chain experts makes it
possible to control your supply chain from
end to end – give us a try!
In-depth SAP SCE know-how in SAP EWM, SAP YL and
SAP TM
Integration via the complete supply chain warehouse, yard,
transport
Supplementation of the standard with innovative add-ons
Technologically up-to-date with SAP HANA, augmented
reality, SAP FIORI, S/4HANA integration
Integration in supplementary processes such as production
or quality management
Consulting in regard to technology selection or use
Professional project management
Reliable and economically strong partner

References
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Convinced - won impressed
Satisfied customers are the best proof of our
collaboration with them as a fair, long-term
partner.
• AMANN

• K-Mail Order

• AUDI

• Kühne + Nagel

• Bonita

• Linde Gas

• Braas

• LOXXESS

• Daimler

• Merck

• DG VERLAG

• MEWA

• dm-drogerie markt

• Montblanc

• DocMorris

• REHAU

• Douglas

• Schaeffler

• Dr. Kurt Wolff

• Schüco

• Ernsting‘s family

• STABILO

• EvoBus

• TRILUX

• GARDENA

• Viessmann

• Greiner Bio-One

• Villeroy & Boch
(references excerpt)

“inconso AG supported the
project from the get-go and
was always there to provide
assistance. [...] In my opinion, it
was excellent work.”

Jürgen Scheihing
AMANN
“Challenges will keep on
increasing rather than
decreasing in the future –
something we are well prepared
for thanks to SAP EWM and the
experts at inconso.”

Florian Wenning
Ernsting‘s family

“We are very satisfied with the
project progress. […] With
the SAP EWM implemented
by inconso, TRILUX received
comprehensive and efficient
logistics processes from
the SAP ERP system all the
way down to Warehouse
Management.”

Stephan Hecking
TRILUX
“We consider inconso to be
the optimal, strategic logistics
IT partner. Especially inconso‘s
intensive support during the golive, which ensured a smooth
system start-up, impressed us.”

Reinhard Probst
Linde Gas
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